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White, The China Choice: Why We Should Share Power (September 1, 2013)
Be the first to write a review. As China's economy grows to become the world's largest, the US has three choices: it can compete, share power, or
concede leadership in Asia. Our distribution centers are open and orders can be placed online. No ratings or reviews yet No ratings or reviews
yet. Here is one possible scenario: Mr. The China Choice: Why We Should Share Power White's book is a brilliant and incisive analysis of that
relationship and contains vitally important recommendations for how its dangers may be avoided and peace secured. Skip to main content. If the
two countries continue to compete for primacy in the Pacific, a new Cold War — or worse, an open conflict — will be the result, he says.
Hardcover Langston Hughes. It is about the biggest question in international affairs -- the future relationship between the United States and China.
See next articles. Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. New York Oxford University Press, Featured Articles.
Hugh White's The China Choice is a rare exception that breaks new The China Choice: Why We Should Share Power. You may also like.
Kaplan, chief geopolitical analyst for Stratfor, Scores of titles on every aspect of China's rise continue to appear. Far from being appeasement, as
some in Washington argue, this would be a realistic solution, in Mr. Toggle navigation. Most rehearse familiar themes and debates. The USC U.
China: Power and Ambition4. It is a provocative work imbued with intellectual integrity. When Women Pray Hardcover T. Book Reviews. The
choice is momentous -- as significant for the future as any the US has ever faced. Buy It Now. Kaplan, chief geopolitical analyst for Stratfor. Over
the past decade he has become a leading figure in public debates about defence and foreign policy. Comparing U. To purchase, visit your
preferred ebook provider. But how should the West -- and the United States in particular -- respond? White is hardly a gadfly. That may not
sound like much of a risk, but given The China Choice: Why We Should Share Power horrendous consequences should this happen, it is greater
than it may sound, he said. Americans continue to buy goods produced in China, generally prefer lower defense spending, and have no apparent
appetite for or opinion on most of the territorial disputes that China has with its neighbors. Dear Customer, As a global organization, we, like many
others, recognize the significant threat posed by the coronavirus. Do be advised that shipments may be delayed due to extra safety precautions
implemented at our centers and delays with local shipping carriers. Academic Skip to main content. Agree or disagree in the end, readers will be
better off for understanding White's case. White puts the risk of an exchange of fire that would result in ship being sunk or a plane shot down by
either Japan or China in the East China Sea at 20 percent. The alternative is too terrible to contemplate. White also understates the management
and coordination problems associated with the "choice" of coexistence over confrontation. Sayre and Tarik M. Hugh White. The Reality of
Rivalry8. China and Cybersecurity Jon R. Hardcover Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall Books. The President's SpeechEndnotesIndex. Should such a
confrontation occur, the chance of Japan seeking American support would be 90 percent, he estimates, and the chance of the United States
providing that support would be 95 percent. Kaplan, chief geopolitical analyst for Stratfor, "The future of the US-China relationship is the single
most significant and dangerous international issue of our time. The China Choice: Why We Should Share Power White's book is a brilliant and
incisive analysis of that relationship and contains vitally important recommendations for how its dangers may be avoided and peace secured. From
toMr. The Asian Setting6.
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